Abstract

24
Transposable elements (TEs) are ubiquitous components of eukaryotic genomes and can 25 create variation in genomic organization. The majority of maize genomes are composed of TEs. 26 We developed an approach to define shared and variable TE insertions across genome 27 assemblies and applied this method to four maize genomes (B73, W22, Mo17, and PH207). 28 Among these genomes we identified 1.6 Gb of variable TE sequence representing a 29 combination of recent TE movement and deletion of previously existing TEs. Although recent TE 30 movement only accounted for a portion of the TE variability, we identified 4,737 TEs unique to 31 one genome with defined insertion sites in all other genomes. Variable TEs are found for all 32 superfamilies and are distributed across the genome, including in regions of recent shared 33 ancestry among individuals. There are 2,380 genes annotated in the B73 genome located within 34 variable TEs, providing evidence for the role of TEs in contributing to the substantial differences 35 in gene content among these genotypes. The large scope of TE variation present in this limited 36 sample of temperate maize genomes highlights the major contribution of TEs in driving variation 37 in genome organization and gene content. 38 39
Significance Statement 40
The majority of the maize genome is comprised of transposable elements (TEs) that have the 41 potential to create genomic variation within species. We developed a method to identify shared 42 and non-shared TEs using whole genome assemblies of four maize inbred lines. Variable TEs 43 are found throughout the maize genome and in comparisons of any two genomes we find ~20% 44 of the genome is due to non-shared TEs. Several thousand maize genes are found within TEs 45 that are variable across lines, highlighting the contribution of TEs to gene content variation. This 46 study creates a comprehensive resource for genomic studies of TE variability among four maizegenomes, which will enable studies on the consequences of variable TEs on genome function. 48 49 Introduction 50
In many eukaryotic genomes, genes comprise less than 5% of the genome. The remaining 51 sequence includes low-copy intergenic sequences as well as repetitive sequences including 52 tandem repeats and transposable elements (TEs). TEs were first identified in maize through 53 Barbara McClintock's studies (1) . Since then, they have been widely used as tools for genetic 54 analysis (2-4) and have been shown to contribute to phenotypic variation. Depending on the 55 method used to annotate TEs, 65% (structurally intact TEs) or 85% (all TE fragments) of the 56 ~2.3Gb reference B73 maize genome is annotated as TEs (5, 6). TEs include several distinct 57 classes of elements that have different structural features and mechanisms for replication (7 Helitrons and TIRs contributing approximately 4% and 3% of genomic sequence, respectively 110 ( Figure S1A , Table 1 ). The size of TE families varies, with some families containing only a 111 single element per genome while others have > 1,000 insertions (Table S1 ). These annotations 112 served as the basis for studying TE insertion variability across the four genomes. 113 114
It is important to note that a comparison of the TE content among the genomes solely based 115 upon the annotations of intact elements will contain a number of false-positive calls of 116 polymorphisms. The nesTEd annotation defines TEs based on the structural features specific to 117 each superfamily. Given the reliance on short sequence signatures and the choice to only 118 include structurally intact elements, annotated elements represent a subset of the true TE-119 derived sequences of the genome as evident by the genomic space that is RepeatMasked but 120 not annotated as TEs ( Figure S1 ). The stringent requirement for intact structural features can 121 result in missed annotations resulting from biological noise such as single nucleotide changes in 122 the target site duplications (TSD) or from technical noise such as N's in the assembly. This 123 results in many examples where a TE is present in two genotypes based on the homology of the 124 region, but the TE is only annotated in one of the genomes ( Figure S1 ). Therefore, we 125 developed an approach to utilize the TE annotations as a starting point to document shared and 126 non-shared TE insertions relative to other genomes, but that does not require the element to be 127 annotated in both genomes. 128 129
Substantial TE variation is found across genomes 130
Classification of specific TE insertions as shared (present in both genotypes at a specific 131 location) or non-shared (polymorphic) between genotypes is complicated by the highly repetitive 132 nature of TEs. In order to reduce the complexity of the problem we developed a robust two step 133 approach to search for shared/non-shared TE insertions within windows anchored by collinear 134 genes ( Figure 1 The analysis of TIR and LTR families with at least 20 members across the four inbreds reveals 182 that some families are highly conserved, while others have >75% variable members ( Figure 2B , 183 S3B). The highly variable TE families include examples in which there are members of the 184 family in each genome at different loci as well as cases in which one genome has many more 185 family members than the others ( Figure S4A ). In many cases, the non-shared copies are 186 distributed throughout the genome rather than clustered ( Figure S4B ). TE families that are 187 unique to one of the four genomes represent the most extreme type of variation. There are 188 7,576 TE families that are unique to one of the four genomes. The vast majority (96%) of these 189 families contain a single element. However, there were 15 examples of inbred-specific TE 190 families with at least 4 members in the resolved TE set (Table S3) (Tables S4, S5 ) and, as expected, these regions largely 213 include shared TEs (Table S4) . However, there are a set of non-shared TEs in these regions 214 that reflect new insertion events, deletions that remove the TEs, or gaps in the assemblies. 215
There are 29 examples of site-defined polymorphic TEs in 19 families, including 8 TIR elements 216 and 21 LTR elements that likely represent new TE insertion events in these IBS regions. Since 217
TEs require expression for movement, we assessed the level of expression for these TE 218 families across 23 B73 tissues (39). Expression was detected for 14 of these families (74%,  219 while only 13% of all families are expressed), with some showing expression across all tissues 220 and others showing higher expression in reproductive tissues ( Figure S6A ). The ability to 221 estimate ages for LTR elements provided the opportunity to investigate the ages for the LTR 222 elements and families within IBS regions. Many (79%) of these LTR elements are very young 223 (have LTR similarity > 99%) ( Table S6 ). The non-shared LTR elements in these IBS regions are 224 from 12 LTR families that include several very large families as well as 4 families with <10 225 members ( Figure S6B ). The small families include only elements with highly similar LTRs while 226 the larger families often include older members (diverged LTRs) as well as a subset with highly 227 similar LTRs, which may suggest the potential for on-going movement in these families. 228 229
Variation in TE content contributes to the extensive gene content variation within maize 230
While TEs have the potential to influence plant traits through the expression of TE encoded 231 proteins (40, 41), it is largely expected that TEs will influence traits through their effects on 232 genes. Several approaches were used to assess the potential impact of this high level of TE 233 variation on maize genes. We first looked at the proximity of TEs to genes. Over 78% of maize 234 genes have a TE located within the gene or nearby ( Figure 5 , As we examined the relationship between polymorphic TEs and genes we noted that a 243 substantial number of the polymorphic TEs actually include an annotated gene within the TE. 244
Maize genes (B73v4) were classified as syntenic or non-syntenic based on whether they 245 contained co-linear orthologs in sorghum and other species (37). One of the filters used for the 246 TE annotations included rejecting putative TEs that included a syntenic gene so this analysis 247 was focused on the non-syntenic genes. There are 4,344 non-syntenic B73 genes located 248 within TEs ( Figure 5B , The variation among individuals within a species is a key aspect of genetics. In the genomics 284 era, researchers typically start from a reference genome and later consider the variable 285 components, often utilizing short-read based resequencing data. This has led to many fruitful 286 studies of genetic variation. However, this approach can be difficult to implement for 287 transposable elements and other repetitive sequences. Prior studies of several loci had 288 suggested high levels of variation in TE content among maize haplotypes (21, 22, 50), but this 289 has not been characterized at the genomic level using whole genome assemblies. In this study 290 we used a novel approach to assess the shared and non-shared nature of TEs within collinear 291 homologous blocks of four assembled maize genomes. The four maize genomes compared in 292 this study represent temperate-adapted maize inbreds (6, 29, 34, 35) and only represent a small 293 fraction of maize diversity (51). These four assemblies are each ~2 Gb in size and we find ~0.45 294
Gb of TEs that are shared among all four lines. There is another 1.6 Gb of variable TEs that are 295 present in some lines and missing in others. This highlights the massive variability in genome 296 structure of these individuals in a relatively narrow germplasm pool within the same species that 297 is revealed by comparisons of whole-genome assemblies. 298 299
Prior studies of TE variation across rice (24) and Arabidopsis (23) accessions used short-read 300 data to identify non-reference TEs with defined insertion sites, which are comparable to our non-301 shared site defined calls. The analysis of 3,000 rice genomes identified 53,262 non-reference 302 TE insertions (24) and in Arabidopsis 2,835 insertions were identified in a panel of 211 303 accessions (13). In this study of just four maize genotypes we found 12,620 site-defined TEs 304 present in at least one of three genotypes (W22, Mo17, and PH207), but absent in B73, and a 305 total of 208,535 non-B73 TEs (site defined and non site defined) identified in our full method. 306
Importantly, discovery of these TE polymorphisms lacking homologous flanking sequences 307 requires genome assemblies or long reads as short-read data is not sufficient for the discovery 308 and proper placement of these polymorphisms. 309 310
The finding that the majority of non-shared TEs could not be resolved to a specific insertion site 311 due to a lack of homology for flanking sequence was surprising and points to the variety of 312 mechanisms that could result in variable TEs. In some cases these represent TE insertions into 313 a sequence that is not shared between the genomes. In other cases, these represent ancestral 314 TE insertions that have been removed by a larger deletion from one haplotype. This could be 315 due to imprecise TE excision events for some TIR elements or due to larger deletions, which 316 are common and allow for genomes to eliminate intergenic TE sequences (52, 53). This 317 observation that many non-shared TEs also lack homology for flanking sequences creates 318 challenges for studying the consequences of TE polymorphisms on surrounding chromatin, 319 although the subset of site defined TE polymorphisms can be used to study many of the impacts 320 of TE insertions. 321 322
The vast majority of previously detected transposition events in maize are due to activity for a 323 small set of TIR families in very specific germplasm (4, 54 Classification of shared and non-shared elements was performed in a pairwise manner for all 433 contrasts by comparing a TE annotation from one genome assembly (query genome) to the 434 sequence of another genome assembly (target genome). The search window for each TE was 435 defined by the closest, non-overlapping genes in the query genome on either side of the TE that 436 has a unique syntelog in the target genome. In cases of multiple syntelogs or ambiguous 437 syntelog assignment (from one of three methods described above), the outermost gene (relative 438 to the TE) with a unique syntelog assignment was used to define the search window. 439
440
For step 1 of the comparison method, a left 400 bp flank tag centered at the start coordinate and 441 a right 400 bp flank tag centering at the end coordinate were first extracted for each TE in one 442 genome (i.e., query genome). These flank tags were then mapped to the another genome (i.e., 443 target genome) using BWA-MEM (74) in paired-end mode. Only cases where the flank tags 444 mapped completely within the search window defined by homologous collinear genes were kept 445 for further characterization. TEs were defined as shared site defined (TE.4, blue in Figure 1A ) 446 when at least one flank tag aligned uniquely in the search window with > 90% sequence identity 447 over 90% of the length of the flank tag. TEs were called non shared site defined (TE.5, red) 448 when both flank tags mapped uniquely to the window but both were soft-clipped to the region 449 corresponding to the sequence outside of the TE insertion (with the absolute distance between 450 the left and right outer sequence less than twice the TSD length for the superfamily). TEs 451 nested inside of non shared site defined elements were classified as non shared. In many cases 452 where we called non shared site defined insertions, the left and right flank tags overlapped by 453 the expected TSD length. For 73% of cases in the B73 to W22 contrast, identical sequences 454 were found flanking the B73 TE and at the predicted insertion site in W22, providing further 455 support of a B73-specific insertion (Table S9 ). 456 457
Step 2 of our method utilized full alignment of sequences extracted from query and target 458 windows. LASTZ version 1.03.02 (75) was used to align query and target sequences for each 459 window, with homology blocks defined when sequences shared >80% identity with the '--460 gfextend', '--chain' and '--gapped' options used. Overlapping alignment blocks were merged and 461 the proportion of each TE that could be aligned between the query and target windows was 462 determined. Elements which were not previously called as site defined (shared or non-shared) 463
were defined as shared (TE.1, dark blue) when coverage was > 90% and non shared (TE.2, 464 dark red) when coverage was < 10%. Elements with intermediate coverage remained 465 unresolved (TE.3, gray). 466 467
Identifying missing TE annotations 468
In many cases, we found that our method identified shared TEs that were annotated in only one 469 genome due to our strict filtering of structurally intact TEs ( Figure S1 ). In order to capture high-470 confidence missing annotations, BEDTools intersect (76) was used to compare inferred 471 coordinates for shared site defined elements from each contrast to the TE annotation file. 472
Missing annotations were defined in cases where the inferred coordinates did not intersect with 473 any annotated TE but where the absolute difference between the length of the annotated TE in 474 the query genome and the distance between inferred coordinates in the target genome was less 475 than 1% of the annotated TE's length. 476 477
Non-redundant TE set 478 A non-redundant TE set was created for all elements that could be resolved as shared or non-479 shared compared to all other genome assemblies. This set was created in an iterative manner, 480 starting with all B73 TEs that could be resolved compared to W22, Mo17, and PH207. Resolved 481 W22 TEs that were non-shared with B73 and those that were defined as missing annotations in 482 B73 were then added. Mo17 TEs called non-shared with both B73 and W22 and those that were 483 shared with either B73 or W22 but were defined as missing annotations where shared were 484 added. Finally, fully resolved TEs unique to PH207 and those that were shared with any 485 combination of B73, W22, and Mo17 but were defined as missing annotations where present 486 were added. This resulted in a set of 510,533 TEs present in at least one genome 487 (Supplemental dataset X). The source of each TE annotation can be determined by the genome 488 identifier in the TE name, labeled as Zm00001d for B73, Zm00004b for W22, Zm00014a for 489 Mo17, and Zm00008a for PH207. Disjoined TE length and LTR similarity for the non-redundant 490 TE set were extracted from the genome which was the source of the annotation. TEs were 491 defined as shared when present in all four genomes and as variable when called non-shared 492 with at least one other genome. For family and superfamily-level analyses, the non-redundant 493 TE set was used to summarize TE variability across genomes. This means that in many cases 494 the number of members analyzed for a given family is often less than the total number of 495 annotated elements. Families unique to one genome were required to have annotated copies in 496 only one genome and resolved members in only one genome. Resolved and annotated 497 members in these families are listed in Table S3 . 498 499
Characterization of IBS regions 500
SNPs between B73 and the other three genomes were identified by first aligning these 501 genomes using minimap2 (77). BLAT (78) chain/net tools were then used to process alignment 502 results and build synteny chains and nets. Final SNP and Indel calling was done using Bcftools 503 (79). SNP density for each 1 Mb bin was determined by dividing the total number of SNPs in the 504 window by the number of base pairs in syntenic alignments in the window. Regions with SNP 505 density lower than 0.0005 over at least 5 Mb window were defined as IBS regions. For each 506
comparison between B73 and a contrasting genome (W22, Mo17, or PH207), the inferred 507 coordinates for the outermost shared site defined B73 TEs completely within each IBS block 508 were used to mark the boundary of the IBS region in the contrasting genome. 509 510
Genetic distances of IBS regions were calculated using B73 coordinates, a 0.2 cM genetic map 511 (80), and interpolated using a monotonic polynomial function in the R package MonoPoly (81). 512 513
Chromosomal distributions 514
The distribution of genes and TEs were calculated for 2,106 1 Mb bins across the B73 genome. 515
Exons for isoform 1 were used for calculating gene density and the disjoined TE file was used 516 for TE density. Each feature was assigned to the bin containing the start coordinate from the 517 corresponding gff file. Relative density for annotations was calculated by dividing each bin value 518 by the max bin value across all chromosomes. To calculate TE variability per bin, the full B73 519 TE annotation file was used to assign TEs to bins based on start coordinates, and TEs were 520 defined as variable when called non-shared in contrast to any other genome. 521 522
To assess DNA methylation of the maize genome, B73 was grown and after approximately 6 523 days shoot tissue was harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen for use in DNA isolation. Genomic 524 DNA (1µg) was sheared to a size of 200-300bp and the KAPA library preparation kit (KK8232) 525 was used to construct a whole-genome bisulfite sequencing library. The resulting library, which 526 has a size between 250bp and 450bp, was treated with bisulfite sodium so that unmethylated 527 cytosine could be converted to uracil using Zymo EZ DNA methylation lightning kit (D5031). The 528 KAPA HiFi HotStart Uracil + (KK2801) was used in the PCR reaction with the following program: 529 95℃/2min, 8 cycles of 98℃/30s, 60℃/30s, 72℃/4min, and a final extension step at 72℃ for 10 530 min. The library was sequenced using Illumina HiSeq2000 in paired-end mode with 100 cycles. 531
The WGBS data set has been deposited into NCBI under accession numbers XX. 532 533
Trim_galore was used to trim adapter sequences and read quality was assessed with the 534 default parameters and paired-end reads mode. Reads that passed quality control were aligned 535 to B73v4 assembly using BSMAP-2.90 (82), allowing up to 5 mismatches and a quality 536 threshold of 20 (-v 5 -q 20). Duplicate reads were detected and removed using picard-tools-537
1.102 and bamtools. The methylation level for each cytosine using BSMAP tools was 538 determined. The methylation ratio for 1 Mb non-overlapping sliding windows across the B73v4 539 genome in all three sequence contexts (CG, CHG, and CHH) was calculated (#C/(#C+#T)). 540 541
Chromosomal bins were assigned to quartiles based on gene density and CHG methylation 542 levels and assessed for TE variability among those bins. To assess sub-genome bias in TE 543 variability, bedtools intersect was used to find TEs completely within regions previously 544 assigned as maize1 and maize2 (37). TEs outside of these syntenic blocks are shown as NA. 545 546
Relationship between genes and TEs 547
B73 genes not present in W22 or sorghum were obtained from previously published results (34). 548
All genome-wide comparisons between genes and TEs were performed using B73 gene and TE 549
annotations. Gene annotations were extracted from the full B73 gff file (6), and coordinates 550 include UTR sequences for the longest defined isoform of each gene. Bedtools intersect 551 (version 2.17.0) was used to find TE-gene overlaps, and bedtools closest was used to find the 552 closest TE of each category. Genes were considered expressed in every tissue with an fpkm value of at least 1. Per-family 564 TE expression as assessed from the raw reads as in (83). Briefly, reads were trimmed using 565 cutadapt v.1.8.1, mapped to the B73 genome using bowtie2 using the options -g 20 -i 5 -I 566 60,000. A modified disjoined TE annotation file was created by using bedtools subtract to mask 567 exons from annotated TEs and then gene annotations were added to the gff file. HTseq-count 568 was used to intersect mapped reads with TE and gene annotations and the SAM output was 569 parsed using a custom script where TE family counts include both reads that map uniquely to a 570 single TE or when multi-mapped but hit only a single TE family. The average genomic space of TEs with each assignment across all 12 pairwise contrasts is shown (error bars represent +/-the standard deviation). C. The distribution of LTR similarity for LTRs shared across all four genomes (blue) as well as TEs unique to one genome. The non-shared elements that are unique to only one genome were separated into TEs that are site defined in every contrast (red) and TEs that are classified as missing based on lack of homology for the TE region in at least one contrast (dark red). LTR similarity is used as an approximation for TE age, with high similarity for young insertions and low similarity denoting old insertions. The number of LTR elements in each category are listed in parenthesis, and the median value is marked with a white point. Table S6 . B. The 4,344 cases where a non-syntenic gene is completely within a TE are classified based on the TE order and TE variability status.
